Here at Outwater we have been working closely with germ protective needs for decades. We currently have ample stock in the US for all products and ready to ship same day. Please understand that there is always a solution to your PPE needs. Our staff has years of experience - we're here to help from a supplier and a consultation standpoint. Tell us your challenges and we'll help you find a solution. Being able to resume business at this time is absolutely paramount and we hope you consider using our knowledge and products to get your business back on the path to success.

Sincerely,
Outwater Industries Inc
Outwater’s AT Tubing system consists of a series of tubes and connectors that can be joined together to create a wide range of partitions for social distancing.

The beauty of the system is how easy it is to assemble. Using our various components even those without prior experience can quickly fashion all types of structures simply by fitting the system’s components together.

With various angled, multi-sided connectors, what you create is limited only by your imagination.
Custom Designs
We Can Help You!
1-800-631-8375

During these uncertain times, Outwater is committed to assisting our customers and the communities we serve to conceptualize, design, and produce the structures they require to keep their businesses operating safely and responsibly.

From clean rooms, to temperature screening booths, to pop-up hospital rooms, our seasoned and knowledgeable staff is available to help you create any structure you require.

Let us help. Call today for consultations, questions, and quotes.

1-800-631-8375

Straight Partitions
Curved Partitions
360° Hinge Partitions
For Large Applications

CALL 1-800-631-8375
To Order or For More Information
Custom Designs
We Can Help You!
1-800-631-8375

Keep You & Your Customers Safe
With Outwater’s
SNEEZE GUARDS

Social Distancing
Barriers & Shields

1 Tool Assembly

FOGA®
PPE FRAMING SYSTEM

- Buy in Bulk 8’ & 12’ lengths
- Create you own personal protective partition screens
- No Mitering, All Straight Cuts
- Works with all sizes of acrylic sheets:
  Thickness 1/16” - 3/8” (2-5mm)
- Foga® one tool installation gets you
  in and out of job sites in a hurry
- Easy to clean anodized aluminum finish
- Cut to size lengths are available.
  Send us your request. Fast Turn Around.

*Plexi / Glass Not Included*

Profile | Glazing/Gasket | Connector | End Cap | Hex Key

Part #: FS91A-CL
Available In
8’ & 16’ Lengths

WAS: $1.99 per ft.
Now Special Price
$0.99 per ft.

Part #: FS330
Rigid 8’ Lengths:
Fits Panels
3/16” - 1/4” (4-6mm)

$0.59 per ft.

Part #: FS600AC
$0.28 each

Part #: FST91A
$0.99 each

Part #: FS850
$0.29 each

(3 Options Available)

Part #: P13-BK
Fits Panels Up To
1/8” (3-3mm)

$0.22 per ft.

Part #: P17-GY or BK
Flexible Waste Free
100 Cells: Fits Panels
3/16” - 1/4” (4-6mm)

$0.37 per ft.

2 Mounting Options
Screw Mount to Your
Counter / Work Surface
Hang From Your Ceiling

*Plexi / Glass Not Included*

Call 1-800-631-8375
To Order or For More Information

WEST COAST
4270 West Van Buren St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043

EAST COAST
24 River Road
Bogota, NJ 07603

1-800-631-8375
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Klem®
Any Angle, Any Panel, Any Display

2 Sizes Available
For Small & Large Applications

MINI Klem®
Ideal for Countertops, Desks, Check-Out Stations and MORE!
For panel thicknesses from 1/8" to 5/16"

SUPER Klem®
Ideal for Dividers, Screen Panels, Partitions, Clean Rooms, and MORE!
For panel thicknesses from 1/4" to 3/4"

KLEM® IS RESUABLE: Changing Your Design, No Worries!
Just Buy Inserts To Accommodate Your New Materials.

Super Versatile • 1 Tool Assembly • Angles from 90° to 270°
Ideal for straight or curved walls, prisms, squares, cubes, pyramids, domes or any type of display!
• Made of nickel plated zinc alloy and synthetic rubber inserts. The Klem’ connector provides great strength and long term durability.
• Standard gap between panels
  - Mini: 1/2”
  - Super: 3/4”
• To close gap between panels, notch the panel
  - Mini: 1/4” x 15/16”
  - Super: 5/16” x 1 3/8”

MANY CONNECTION OPTIONS!

CALL 1-800-631-8375
To Order or For More Information
3/16" METAL CONNECTOR CLIPS

Includes a nylon connection screw. Metal Connector Clips feature a bright chrome finish and fit glass or plastic panels 3/16" or less.

Need a full 1/4" connector?

2-WAY 90° MC-200-BC
3-WAY T MC-300-BC
3-WAY Y MC-400-BC
4-WAY MC-HINGE

HINGE MC-HINGE
FOLDS FLAT TO SAVE ON SHIPPING.
Stabilized T-Base GTS-140-3

CLICK HERE
Outwater's
Partition Clamps

Aluminum Top Mount Desk Partition Clamp
- Designed to work with two wood screws to permanently attached to your surface.
- Designed to accommodate panels 1/8” - 1”.
- Soft interior pads keeps partitions for sliding or cracking.
- Dimensions: 2.4” H x 1.73” W x 1.3” D
- Sold in Matte Chrome (*SIL) and Matte Black (*BK)

PDK-01-*

Aluminum Side Mount Desk Partition Clamp
- Designed to work with three wood screws to permanently attached to the bottom of a surface.
- Maximum Surface Thickness: 1-1/16”
- Designed to accommodate panels 1/8” - 1”.
- Soft interior pads keeps partitions for sliding or cracking.
- Dimensions: 3.58” H x 1.73” W x 1.3” D
- Sold in Matte Chrome (*SIL) and Matte Black (*BK)

PDK-02-*
Aluminum Double Sided Desk Partition Clamp

- Designed to work with double sided workstations. Use wood screws to permanently attached to the bottom of a surface.
- Maximum Surface Thickness: 1-1/16"
- Designed to accommodate panels 1/8" - 1".
- Soft interior pads keeps partitions for sliding or cracking.
- Dimensions: 3.58" H x 1.69" W x 2.8" D
- Sold in Matte Chrome (*SIL) and Matte Black (*BK)

PDK-03-*

Aluminum Adjustable Mount Desk Partition Clamp

- Best of all worlds:
  Fits 1/8” - 1"
- NO NEED FOR TOOLS: Turn screw clamp design removes the need for screwing.
- Easily remove without damage to the furniture and make sterilizing panels easy.
- Adjustable turn knob works with 1/2" - 1-3/4" thick desk/counter surfaces.
- Dimensions: 7.5" H x 2" W x 2.625" D
- Sold in Matte Chrome

PDK-05-SIL

Call To Order: 1-800-631-8375
1/4" CLEAR PARTITION EXTRUSIONS
Manufactured from semi-rigid, crystal clear butyrate, these extruded profiles provide excellent clarity and a high gloss finish. Fits 1/4" glass and acrylic panels.

CLEAR ADJUSTABLE CORNER
GTS-140-3

ADJUSTABLE CORNER OPENS AND CLOSES UP TO 180° ANGLES.

NO SCREWING NO DRILLING NO ADHESIVE

CLEAR ADJUSTABLE CORNERS
Need more than a right angle? Outwater’s clear adjustable corners are great for creating angles up to 180°. Dual durometer technology features soft inside ribs to grip panels snugly. Fits material 1/8" to 1/4".
**COUNTER-TOP SNEEZE GUARDS**

**Countertop Sneeze Guard with Pass Through and Side Walls**
2 Pack | 23-1/2in W x 30-1/2in H (8” Wings)

- This sneeze guard features a pass through and side walls.
- Can be mounted to any counter to create a social distancing barrier.
- These panels offer excellent clarity and can be easily cleaned on a regular basis.

**TFS-2432-HD**

**Countertop Sneeze Guard with Wing and Pass Through**
2 Pack | 19-1/2in W x 29-1/2in H (5” Wings)

- This sneeze guard features a pass through and wing.
- Can be mounted to any counter to create a social distancing barrier.
- These panels offer excellent clarity and can be easily cleaned on a regular basis.

**TFS-2030-W**

**Countertop Sneeze Guard with Pass Through**
2 Pack | 23-1/2in W x 31-1/2in H

- This sneeze guard features a pass through.
- Can be mounted to any counter to create a social distancing barrier.
- These panels offer excellent clarity and can be easily cleaned on a regular basis.

**TFS-2432-S**

**Clamp on Sneeze Guard and Register Shield**
2 Pack | 23-1/2in W x 31-1/2in H

- This sneeze guard also acts as a register shield.
- Can be mounted to create a social distancing barrier.
- These panels offer excellent clarity and can be easily cleaned on a regular basis.

**TFS-2432-C**

**Hanging Style Protective Register Shield**
2 Pack | 23-1/2in W x 31-1/2in H

- This hanging register shield was designed to be hung from the ceiling.
- Acts as a protective shield and social distancing barrier.
- These panels offer excellent clarity and can be easily cleaned on a regular basis.

**TFS-2432-H**
Universal Face Shield
Protection From The Virus

Stay Healthy & Protect Yourself

• In-use at hospitals with EMS, police & retail workers.
• Thicker material so users can sterilize and reuse.
• Wraps around the side of the head and below chin to protect users and masks from aerosols.
• Keeps aerosols/droplets from face especially the eyes.
• Keeps hands from touching face.

• FDA: [2] Face shields are considered Class I medical devices that are exempt form Food and Drug Administration (FDA) by FDA standards.
• ANSI: The TFS-A Shield complies with ansi standards of a faceshield FDA Food Grade Material: Can supply TDS sheets upon request Material Complies with FDA 21 CFR Regulation 177.1630.

Front View  Side View

50 Pack of Face Shields
Part #: TFS-A-50
Quantity: 50 per box
$225.00 each box

150 Pack of Face Shields
Part #: TFS-A-150
Quantity: 150 per box
$495.00 each box

Free Shipping On All Orders
Within The Continental United States